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Abstract: In Generalized Quantifier Semantics for Natural Language, as developed by Montague, Barwise, Cooper and others,
singular terms, such as names like “Tom Smith,” or demonstrative phrases like ‘this man,’ are treated as (generalized) quantifiers. Thus a statement like “Tom Smith is clever” does not attribute cleverness to that person, Tom, notwithstanding intuition.
Rather, it is to cleverness that such a statement will attribute a higher-order property, namely that of belonging among Tom’s
properties. In our paper, we raise the following problem for such semantic approaches, a problem that arises from ontological
considerations. Singular terms such as names and demonstratives should only commit us to the existence of individuals, hence,
given that generalized quantifiers commit us to the existence not only of properties of individuals (or sets, if you prefer), but
also to the existence of properties of properties (or classes of sets), such accounts are ontologically questionable. In discussing
possible replies, we also raise and address the more general issue of the relationship between semantics and ontology.
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Introduction
One of the most important insights of Richard Montague was that singular terms, such as the
name “Richard Montague,” or “Tom Smith,” or the demonstrative phrase “this man,” may all be
treated as quantifiers. Common sense suggests that a statement like “Tom Smith is clever” attributes a certain property, cleverness, to the very individual Tom Smith. Montague, on the other
hand, suggests that it is to the property of cleverness that a certain higher order property gets
attributed, namely, the property of belonging among Tom Smith’s qualities. The Montagovian
approach raises a fairly straightforward objection that comes from ontological considerations.
Roughly, the objection holds that singular terms should only commit us to the existence of individuals. Given that generalized quantifiers commit us to the existence not only of properties of
individuals (or sets, if you prefer), but also to properties of properties (or classes of sets), such an
approach should only be accepted if a case can be made for its heavy ontological commitments.
In Section 1, we set up the background for the discussion by distinguishing several variants
of the theory of generalized quantifiers according to the ways in which they take Montague’s
insight into account. In Section 2, we take up the ontological objection and discuss possible
ways of responding to it. In doing so, we also address the more general issue of the relationship
between semantics and ontology. In Section 3, we defend one particular quantifier treatment
of singular terms and we argue that, from the viewpoint of ontology, it is more promising
than either the standard, directly referentialist treatment of singular terms (according to which
the semantic value of a singular term is the individual referred to using the term) or the other
generalized quantifier treatments.

1. Singular Terms in Generalized Quantifier Theory: the Landscape
Consider the example of the statement “Tom is clever.” In providing semantics for a natural language like English, how should one formally analyze this statement? Here is a straightforward

suggestion that uses the language of first order logic with individual constants (FOL, for short):
(standard view): Sj

(1)

where ‘S’ is a 1-place predicate whose intended interpretation is the set of clever people, and
‘j’ is an individual constant whose intended interpretation is Tom.
In Natural Language Semantics, generalized quantifiers were introduced primarily in order
to account for the meaning of determiner phrases such as ‘all’ and ‘most’ (cf. e.g. (Keenan
& Westerstahl, 1997) for an overview). The introduction of generalized quantifiers does not,
however, discard by itself ‘Sj’ as a possible rendering of “Tom is clever.”1 There exists, then, a
conservative way of formalizing singular terms in the generalized quantifier theory, that is, the
very way in which one does so in FOL.2 But in their pioneering work on generalized quantifiers,
Barwise and Cooper resist such a conservative treatment:
To have our cake and eat it too (preserving the intuition that proper nouns denote
individuals, rather than sets of sets) we will let the lexical item or word Harry denote
an individual. However, the noun phrase containing just this word ... will denote the
family of sets containing Harry. ((Barwise & Cooper, 1981), p. 166)
According to their proposal, the statement “Tom is clever” receives this rendering:
(Barwise & Cooper view): the(ŷ(y = j))S

(2)

It is worth noting that for Barwise & Cooper, generalized quantifiers do not bind any variables, but they compose with a “set term” to form a sentence. Thus S above is a set term (and
so is any 1-place predicate), denoting the set of clever people. However, the FOL formula ‘Sj’
is also a formula of Barwise & Cooper’s language of GQ. The truth conditions of statements
with singular terms are derived from those associated with the definite article:
‘the(F )G0 is true
‘the(ŷ(y = j))G0 is true

iff
iff
iff

|F | = 1 and F is a subset of G; hence
|{x : x = j}| = 1 and {x : x = j} is a subset G,
j belongs to G.

Now, if one asked what the phrase the(ŷ(y = j)) denotes, one would say, a function that
maps sets to truth values, or equivalently, a class of sets (viz. those mapped to Truth).
In the later developments of the theory of generalized quantifiers, in particular Keenan &
Westerstahl (1997), type h1i quantifiers are similarly functions from the powerset of the universe
into 2 (the set of truth values). Keenan & Westerstahl distinguish type h1, 1i quantifiers, which
are functions whose range is the powerset of the universe, but whose domain is the class of
type h1i quantifiers. The determiner ‘the’, for instance, takes a set A and sends it to a type
h1i quantifier, which in turn takes a set B and sends it to a truth value (namely, Truth iff A is a
singleton and a subset of B).
Now, neither the standard view’s formula in (1) nor the Barwise & Cooper formula in (2)
are formulas of Keenan & Westerstahl’s language of GQ, which contains neither variables nor
constants. They use, though, individual constants in their metalanguage, since for every member
b of the universe, they introduce a type h1i quantifier Ib whose truth conditions are:
1

As we will shortly see, though, the account favored by Keenan & Westerstahl (1997) does not allow for this rendering:
even though one-place predicates denote sets, those do not work as devices of predication.
2
Indeed, (Larson & Segal, 1995), authors of one of the most important textbooks for NL semantics, use individual constants
for singular terms within a generalized quantifier framework.

‘Ib (G)0 is true

iff

b is a member of G.

Keenan & Westerstahl call such quantifiers ‘individuals’ and take them to be denoted by
proper nouns (cf. p. 842). “Tom is clever,” then, will be rendered as follows:
(Keenan & Westerstahl view): ITom (S)

(3)

Finally, there is another straightforward way of incorporating proper nouns into a generalized quantifier framework, one that, to our knowledge, has not been explicitly defended in GQ
theories, but corresponds to what we would get by combining a descriptivist, or Russellian,
treatment of proper names with a generalized quantifier account. In a nutshell, with every
proper name, one would associate a one-place predicate, and would then view the noun phrase
as the definite description formed with that predicate. “Tom is clever,” on this proposal, will be
rendered as follows:
(descriptivist GQ view): the(PTom )(S)

(4)

Note that this descriptivist proposal does not presuppose any individual constants, neither in
the language of GQ nor in the metalanguage.
In the philosophy of language, there has been a long-lasting debate as to how one should best
construe a predicate like PTom . Of course, one could always understand in as “being identical
with the individual Tom,” but that would make the descriptivist view collapse into a view like
Barwise and Coopers. Among the various descriptivist proposals, the most promising ones are
the so-called metalinguistic proposals, on which a predicate like PTom is to be understood as
“being a bearer of the name ‘Tom’.” To be sure, such predicates need not always be interpreted
by singletons, as there may be more than one bearer of the same proper name. But what allows
us to make true statements is that the universe will typically be contextually narrowed to some
subset whose intersection with the set PTom will be a singleton. It is beyond the scope of the
present paper to discuss in greater detail the motivations for such a metalinguistic approach and
its rebuttals of the criticisms coming from Saul Kripke and other direct reference theorists; for
discussion, see e.g. (Geurts, 1997) or (Stojanovic, 2010).

2. The Ontological Costs of Generalized Quantifiers
The most straightforward objection against the quantifier treatment of singular terms goes
roughly as follows. Generalized quantifiers presuppose the existence not only of individuals
and sets, but also of classes of sets, that is, properties of sets and relations between sets. Any
proposal that considers singular terms as generalized quantifiers is therefore problematic, for
at least two reasons. First, one may want to work with an ontology in which individuals and,
perhaps, sets as well as properties exist, but in which there is no ”further stuff” beyond that.
Second, even if one were to accept that classes of sets and other higher-order properties exist,
the assumption of their existence should not be imposed on us by the mere presence of singular
terms in our language, which only commit us to the existence of individuals.
It is to be noted that neither Barwise & Cooper nor Keenan & Westerstahl deem such ontological matters worth discussing. In general, Natural Language Semantics is seldom concerned
with ontological costs. Our own stance on this question is that this attitude is essentially correct,
and that the choice of one’s semantic framework does not impose any specific ontology—or,
at least, ontology in the sense of what there really is out there. But, rather than simply ignore

the concerns coming from ontology, we shall try to offer something of a justification as to why
semanticists may safely be ignorant and sloppy about ontology.
Let us begin by pointing out that the theory of generalized quantifiers does not square well
with Quine’s famous dictum according to which ”to be is to be the value of a variable” (Quine,
1953). For Quine, what exists is what lies in the range of the (first order) existential quantifier.
But as we have seen, generalized quantifiers do not bind variables, hence it is hard to say what
exactly they range over. In FOL, ‘Something is F’ is true iff there is an element in the range of
the existential quantifier which belongs to the extension of F. In GQ theory, ‘Something is F’ is
true iff the extension of F is not empty. To be sure, the two truth conditions are in an important
respect equivalent. However, the latter puts a condition directly on the denotation of F, while
the former does so by the intermediary of a particular element of the universe. At any rate,
the point is that Quine’s criterion of what there is can hardly be even understood if the relevant
notion of a quantifier is that of a generalized quantifier, let alone be applied.
Now, it is notoriously difficult to rest arguments about what there is on any solid grounds.
One might think that the way we talk reveals what sorts of things exist, but again, it is very
difficult to decide whether a given expression presupposes the existence of a given entity. To
give an example, consider the sentence “Every boy danced with a different girl.” At first blush,
one would think that all that needs to exist for this sentence to be meaningful are individuals like
boys and girls, and perhaps events of dancing. But when we try to provide the truth conditions
for this sentence, we would naturally require that there should be a one-one correspondence
between the set of all boys and some subset of the set of all girls, and then the sentence will
be true if every member of the first danced only with his ‘image’ in the second. Does this
mean that our prima facie innocent sentence commits us to the existence of groups or one-one
correspondences? Some would say yes, others no. It is difficult, however, to see on which
grounds one could adjudicate between the parties in such a dispute. Regarding the similar
Geach-Kaplan sentence “Some critics admire only one another,” (Boolos, 1975) held that it
only commits us to the existence of critics. (Resnik, 1988), on the other hand, replied that he
was “inclined to understand it as saying: ‘There is a nonempty collection of critics each member
of which admires no one but another member.’ ” (p. 77)
Here is another controversial case. Consider the statement “Tom might call.” Intuitively,
only Tom’s existence is required for this statement to be meaningful. But, regardless of how
we ought to treat proper nouns, when we inquire into the semantics of modalities, we see that
“might” has an existential force, and to capture it, we ask that there should be some possible
state of affairs in which “Tom has called” holds, for the modal statement to be true. Does this
mean that the modalities commit us to the existence of possible states of affairs, possibilities,
or other “creatures of darkness,” as Quine would put it? We think not. Indeed, we believe that
one’s recourse to quantification over possible worlds or states of affairs in providing a semantics
for modal expressions is, first and foremost, a modeling device. The burden of argument would
be on those who want to claim that ontological commitments are forced upon us by the semantic
frameworks within which we have chosen to work. But, to our knowledge, no such argument
has been forcefully put forward. Rather, what we observe is a mere confrontation of positions,
between those who take semantics to be ontologically committal, so to speak, and those who
don’t. Thus, among the former, for instance, someone like Alston held that the mere fact that
“Tom might call” may be rephrased as “There is a possibility that Tom will call” already implies that by using the simple modal ‘might’, “we would be asserting that there is a possibility
(committing ourselves to the existence of a possibility)” (p. 47).
To drive the point home, we have argued that the primary aim of semantics is to provide a
conceptual analysis of how we can express things and communicate using language, and may

therefore avail itself of conceptual tools such as meanings, possible states of affairs, various
tools of classifying things, such as sets, functions, one-one correspondences, and the like. By
having recourse to such tools, semantics does not ipso facto erect these theoretical entities into
the world’s first-class citizens. Returning to the case of a generalized quantifier treatment of
singular terms, the issue was whether such a treatment had an unacceptable impact on ontology.
We argued that it didn’t. What is more, note that it is always possible to rephrase sentences
with proper names and other singular terms in such a way as to sneak in ontologically heavy
terms. Thus, suppose that someone was to write a recommendation letter for Tom, and finding
it not very elegant just to say “Tom is clever,” wrote “There are many qualities that Tom has.
Cleverness is one of them.” On the assumption that this statements is roughly equivalent to
saying ”Tom is clever and many other things,” someone like Alston might want to claim that
already by saying “Tom is clever,” we are quantifying over Tom’s qualities and attributing to
cleverness the higher-order property of belonging among Tom’s qualities. However, once again,
the burden of argument is on those who, like Alston, take semantic modeling to be ontologically
committal. Our own view is that neither this equivalence among the paraphrases one of which
explicitly mentions ontologically problematic entities like possibilities and qualities, nor the
use of sets or collections of sets in the generalized quantifier theory, constrain in any way our
view about what there is. For if ontology were really so dependent upon language, it would
have made sense for some ontological puritans among Tom’s committee members to discard
his recommendation letter because of its too weighty ontological assumptions but that would
be sheer non-sense!

3. In Defense of a Quantifier Treatment of Singular Terms: the Case of
Empty Names
We have tried to answer the most immediate objection to the quantifier treatment of singular
terms, motivated by certain ontological concerns. We now want to close by arguing that if
ontological concerns are to be taken seriously in devising NL semantics, then they actually
offer more support to the descriptivist view, as in (4), than to any other view.
Our argument is as much a semantic argument as an ontological one. The case in point is
that of empty names. Empty names, such as “Pegasus,” “Sherlock Holmes,” or “this tree” when
no tree is available for reference (as in the case of hallucination), are generally acknowledged
as belonging among singular terms. Only, they have a feature that most singular terms lack,
namely, they fail to pick out anything in the real world as their referent.3 Far from being a
marginal issue, empty names have been the object of a lot of discussion. And, as it turns out,
they provide a strong case for the quantifier treatment of singular terms. Consider the standard
view, as in (1). Since all singular terms are treated as individual constants, defenders of such
views will do so with empty terms, too. And yet, they cannot do so, since a constant must
denote some individual in the universe, while there is just no such thing in the case of an empty
name.
It takes little to realize that empty names present a case against, rather than for the Barwise
& Cooper view, which employs a constant in the generalized quantifier denoted by the noun
phrase. Yet, no constant is available if the noun phrase is an empty name. Note that the Keenan
& Westerstahl view seems to be even worse off, since it requires not a constant, but a genuine
individual, in order for the ‘individual’ quantifier to be defined. The only quantifier treatment
really supported by the case of empty names is the descriptivist or Russellian view, outlined in
3

We are not suggesting that empty names actually refer to something outside the real world. But since some might want to
say something along those lines, as Meinong did, we don’t want to bar this option at the outset by saying that empty names do
not refer to anything anywhere.

(4), which associates a description (or a one-place predicate) to the name, and feeds it as an
argument into the determiner the. Thus, if you think of the meaning of “Pegasus” as something
like “to be a bearer of the name ‘Pegasus’,” then “Pegasus is asleep” is rendered as:
the(PPegasus )(asleep)
But given that there is no individual called ‘Pegasus’ (for, it is an empty name), PPegasus
denotes an empty set, hence |PPegasus | is 0, and not 1, hence the sentence comes out false.
Now, one might ask, what if you have called my dog ‘Pegasus’, and if your dog is asleep?
Isn’t then the sentence true? The reply is that, sure, the sentence will be true if one contextually
restricts the universe down to a subset that contains your dog and no one else called ‘Pegasus.’
But if we are talking of the empty name ‘Pegasus,’ meant for the non-existent mythical horse,
then the domain of discourse is typically going to be a subset of the universe whose intersection
with PPegasus is empty.
To be sure, our discussion of the case of empty names does not address any of the subtleties
that have been accumulated in the discussion in the literature, concerning e.g. fictional names (of
which ‘Pegasus’ is arguably an example). But our main point in this final section was to show
that if ontological considerations are taken into account, then they actually provide support to
the idea of treating singular terms on a par with (other) generalized quantifiers.
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